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1. More Visual Examples of the Graph Module
In the paper, we analyze how the graph-based reasoning helps find good results by showing a visual example, which
demonstrates that the graph module can make the distance between the features of good views and bad views get much more
substantial so that the model can find good views more easily. In this section, we show more such visual examples that reflect
how the graph module performs in Figure 1. In Figure 1(b), the edge weights between different nodes are highly correlated
with the similarities between the annotated scores. The closer the order (Top-K) is, the bigger the weight, demonstrating
that the graph (adjacency matrix) can reflect the relations of the image composition quality between different regions. By
comparing Figure 1(c) and 1(d), we can find that the distances between the features of the good views and bad views get much
larger after the graph-based reasoning. The reason for this is already discussed in the paper, that the edge weights between
the good views and bad views are very small, at the same time, the good views are connected with large weights, and the
bad views are also connected with substantial weights. The feature propagation on the graph makes the distance between the
aggregated features of good views and bad views much more substantial.

2. More Qualitative Results
To more intuitively compare the capabilities of different methods, we show more qualitative results in the supplementary
material. We compare the qualitative results of the proposed method with results of other state-of-the-art methods, including
the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods. We show the qualitative comparison results on the
GAICD [7], HCDB [2], and ICDB [6] datasets in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. These qualitative results show that the proposed
method can remove the unpleasant outer areas of images under different conditions and find views with a better composition
compared to most existing methods.
We also compare the results of different models under different aspect ratio requirements because a practical model should
be able to handle varying needs. We generate the candidates with the required aspect ratio following [7] and use different
models to return the best one. In this experiment, we choose three standard aspect ratios, i.e., 1:1, 4:3, and 16:9, to evaluate
different models. Because the A2RL [3] model directly generates the results and the VPN [5] model employs fixed anchors,
they do not apply to this experimental setting. So we only compare the proposed method with the GAIC [7], VEN [5], and
VFN [1] models in this setting. The results in Figures 8 and 9 show that the proposed model can find the most pleasing views
under different requirements in most cases.
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Figure 1. More visual examples of how the graph-based reasoning performs. (a) The source image, (b) the adjacency matrix of the
constructed graph for the source image, (c) the t-SNE [4] visualization of the feature distribution for different candidates before the graphbased reasoning, (d) the feature distribution after the graph-based reasoning. In (b), the Top-K indicates that the region has the K-th highest
annotated score among all regions. In (c) and (d), the number K in the color bar also indicates the region with the K-th highest annotated
score among all regions, so red nodes represent regions with high annotated scores, and blue nodes represent regions with low annotated
scores. Zoom in for the best view.
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Figure 2. Qualitative comparisons on the GAICD [7] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparisons on the GAICD [7] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons on the HCDB [2] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparisons on the HCDB [2] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons on the ICDB [6] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 7. Qualitative comparisons on the ICDB [6] dataset. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-arts methods,
including the A2RL [3], VFN [1], VPN [5], VEN [5], and GAIC [7] methods.
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Figure 8. Qualitative comparisons of different methods on returning crops having fixed aspect ratios. From each group of images,
the aspect ratio is 1:1, 4:3, and 16:9 for the first, second, and third row, respectively.
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Figure 9. Qualitative comparisons of different methods on returning crops having fixed aspect ratios. From each group of images,
the aspect ratio is 1:1, 4:3, and 16:9 for the first, second, and third row, respectively.

